
The name “omnibus” is said to have originated 

from the shop sign of a Parisian hatmaker 

named Omnes. “Omnes Omnibus” translated to 

mean “for all” and surely meant that the shop 

could make a hat for anyone. In 1825, horse-

drawn wagon owner Stanislaus Baudry adopted 

the name “omnibus” to apply to his carriages 

designed to transport people. By 1850, the 

word applied primarily to carriages operating 

in the French capital of Paris and the word was 

shortened to “bus”.

For decades, this word, bus, has been used 

to describe any medium or large vehicle 

specifically designed to transport people from 

one location to another. In the early 20th century, 

motorized buses looked like carriages, but, that 

changed in the 1930s.

Typically, a bus is based on a medium or large 

truck chassis and fitted with special bodies 

designed to transport people comfortably. 

The influence of aerodynamics brought on 

the streamlined bus in the 1930s. With the 

development of more efficient buses operating 

on high-speed roads, the travel from one point 

to another has been shortened drastically. Over 

time, the growth of aircraft for travel over 

medium to long distances negatively affected 

bus travel, but, luxury buses designed for short 

to medium range operation have a definite 

“place” for intercity travel in Europe and North 

America.
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Alvis Speed SA20 4.3 Litre Special (Great Britain, 1933)

Looks Right, Feels Right and Is Right

During the early 1930s, automobiles that were 

powered by motors larger than the usual inline 

four-cylinder were considered to be a “very 

sharp car” for the time. Such a vehicle was the 

Alvis Speed 20 SA that was introduced in 1931.

Alvis Car and Engineering Company Limited 

was established in 1919 and their first production 

auto debuted in 1921. During the same year, 

the company relocated to Holyhead Road in 

Coventry, England.

The introduction of the Alvis Speed 20 mated a 

refined inline six-cylinder engine with a unique 

“double drop” chassis to create a vehicle that was 

recognized as a distinctive “gentleman’s auto”. 

The engine displaced 2.5 liters and produced 87 

horsepower. It was fitted with triple SU sidedraft 

carburetors and the engine was mated to a four-

speed manual transmission mounted low in 
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the chassis assembly. The curved arches in the 

chassis arced over the solid front and rear axles 

that were located by leaf springs. The “double 

drop” frame design enabled the body to sit 

significantly lower than was the practice with 

contemporary autos. 

The Speed 20 was received enthusiastically by 

the British motoring press. The March 1932 

issue of “Motor” magazine extolled the virtues 

of the new Alvis writing; “The new Alvis Speed 

20 is the type of car that looks right, feels right, 

an is right!”
These positive  reviews were not overdrawn and 

reflected the satisfaction of test drivers and auto 

technicians whenever the attributes of the new 

Alvis were tested.

The design of the new Alvis chassis enabled 

well-heeled buyers to a select custom body 

design from various coachbuilders. The most 

elegant four-door sedans and limousines could 

be contracted with Mayfair Carriage Company 

or Charlesworth Motor Bodies located nearby in 

Coventry. Respected firms such as Cross & Ellis 

or Vanden Plas created custom body designs to 

fit the Speed 20 as well.

Alvis also provided customers with the option to 

purchase a complete assembled chassis with the 

engine and running gear installed for delivery 

to a custom bodybuilder specified by the buyer. 

This option created a wide selection of unique 

body designs from sporting two-seat roadsters to 

sophisticated sedans and glamorous cabriolets.  
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